**Arrow-Catching Shield**

_Armor (shield), rare_

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on [DungeonsandDragons.com](http://DungeonsandDragons.com) for this item’s description.

---

**+1 Chain Mail**

_Armor (chain mail), uncommon_

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on [DungeonsandDragons.com](http://DungeonsandDragons.com) for this item’s description.

---

**Hazirawn**

_Weapon (greatsword), legendary_

Reference the adventure for this item’s description. This item is not tradable.
Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

**Armor (scale mail), very rare (requires attunement)**

---

**+1 Longsword**

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

*Magic (longsword), uncommon*

---

**+1 Longbow**

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

*Magic (longbow), uncommon*
Staff of Fire

Hoard of the Dragon Queen™

Reference the Dungeon Master’s Guide or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

Staff, very rare (requires attunement by a druid, sorcerer, warlock, or wizard)

Wand of Winter

Hoard of the Dragon Queen™

Reference the adventure for this item’s description. This item is not tradable.

Wand, rare (requires attunement)

Cloak of Elvenkind

Hoard of the Dragon Queen™

This supple light green cloak embroidered with a delicate leaf pattern makes the wearer feel comfortable whenever worn, suffering no harm from temperatures as cold as 0°F or as warm as 120°F.

Reference the Dungeon Master’s Guide for this item’s description.

Wondrous item, uncommon
**Dagger of Venom**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on [DungeonsandDragons.com](http://DungeonsandDragons.com) for this item’s description.

*Weapon (dagger), rare*

---

**Bag of Holding**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on [DungeonsandDragons.com](http://DungeonsandDragons.com) for this item’s description.

*Wondrous item, uncommon*

---

**Black Dragon Mask**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

Reference the adventure for this item’s description. This item is not tradable.

*Wondrous item, legendary, (requires attunement)*
**Bracers of Defense**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

*Wondrous item, rare (requires attunement)*

---

**Insignia of Claws**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

The jewels in this insignia of the Cult of the Dragon flare with purple light when you enter combat, empowering your natural fists or natural weapons.

Reference the adventure for this item’s description.

*Wondrous item, uncommon*

---

**+1 Leather Armor**

*Hoard of the Dragon Queen*

Reference the *Dungeon Master’s Guide* or this adventure’s online rules supplement on DungeonsandDragons.com for this item’s description.

*Armor (leather), rare*